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ANNOTATIONS

	

X	 :Abscissa measured on the axis beginning with the stop-

point.

	

y	 :Ordinate counted from the wall.

	

t	 :Time.

	

U	 :Mean longitudinal velocity ; Ue external velocity at
the boundary layer.

	

u t 	:Longitudinal fluctuation
U ^ :Quadratic mean of ut

Uref :Reference velocity

	

of	 :Half angle of the pipe divergence

	

b	 :Physical thickness of the bounaary layer

	

64	:Displacement density	 a

	

9	 :Momentum density	 5e =J ^( 1 - ^) arU
	H	 :Boundary layer shape parameter

RxgRQ :Reynolds numbers

	

f	 :Frequency

;T7  :Turbulent energy per Hz such that	 IF

INDEXES

	e	 :Outside of the boundary layer

	

T	 :Transition onset

	

f	 :Transition completion

	

1	 :Laminar

	

P	 :Point

	

t	 :Turbulent

i
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EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER
TRANSITION WITH ZERO AND POSITIVE

PRESSURE GRADIENT

Daniel Arnalp Jean-Claude Juillen t Roger Michel
ONERA; Centre d'Etudes et de Recherchos de Toulouse (CERT)

SUMMARY

This study is concerned with the influence of a positive pres- 1*

sure gradient on the boundary layer transition. Four cases are ex-

perimentally studied by measuring the mean velocity and turbulence

profiles. As the intensity of the pressure gradient is increasedt

the Reynolds number of the transition onset and t? , _ length of the

transition region are reduced. By a more detailed studyy we can ob-

serve the Tollmien-Schlichting waves disturbing the laminar regime;

the amplification of these waves is in good agreement with the sta-

bility theory. The three-dimensional deformation of the waves leads

finally to the appearance of turbulence. In the case of zero pres-

surq gradient, the propertic_^ of the turbulent spots are studied by

conditional sampling of the hot-wire signal; in the case of positive

pressure gradientp the turbulence appears in a progressive manner

and the turbulent spots are couch more difficult to characterize.

1 - INTRODUCTION

It has been known for a long time that the longitudinal pressure

gradient is one of the main factors affecting the onset of the transi-

tion of a laminar boundary layer; its effect has been taken into ac-

count in a certain number of empirical criteria t such as those of

Michel (1) or of Dunham (2). Unfortunatelyq in most cases t experi-

ments serving as a basisfor establishing these criteria are not suf-

ficiently detailed and provide only partial information on the pro-

cesses of the appearance and development of turbulence.

The objective of this report is not to confirm or to attack the

validity of existing empirical criteria, but to present thorough

'Numbers in the margin indi:ate pagination in the foreign text.
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experimental results of the mean and fluctuating quantities meas-

ured in the laminar regime and in the transition zone. Only na-

tural transition cases are considered hereg and the artifices some-

times used for the study of certain special effects are excluded:

(vibrating ribbons controlled three-dimensionalityg electrical dis-

charges which create turbulent spots). Moreover, in all of the

cases examinedp the transition occurs prior to the laminar separation.

Firstq we have attempted to obtain an over-all description of

the effects of traditional measurements (mean values resulting from

an integration over a long period of time); such measurements prove

to be inadequate for determining the basic mechanisms. A second

phase of the study was conducted to bring these mechanisms to light

and to investigate them qualitatively by a conditional analysis of

the hot—wire signal; this type of analysis made it possible to eva-

luate the effect of the pressure gradient on the processes of esta-

blishing the turbulent boundary layer.

2 - EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND MEANS OF MEASUREMENT - TEST CONDITIONS

2.1. Experimental Set-Up and Means of Measurement

The boundary layer transition is studied on a cylindrical bodyv

6 cm in diameter placed behind an ogive-shaped body along the axis

of a revolving pipep the conicity of which determines the pressure

distribution in the potential flow. The total length of the main

body is 1.20 m. The wind tunnelp which operates by the suction of

ambient air, is described in detail in (3).

The measurements are performed with constant temperature hot-

wire anemometers, A slow collection chain (10 points per second)

makes it possible to obtain profiles of average velocity and tur-

bulent quantitiesp along with parameters which are characteristic

of the boundary layer.

We have conducted a more thorough investigation of the fluctu-

ation of u l by processing on a computer the hot-wire signal digitized
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for 6 seconds at the rate of 10,000 points per second. We have

thus been able to calculate the moments of order 3 and 4 of the

fluctuation and to obtain numerical

of the rapid Fourier transformation

being 10 Hz. Finally, the study of

mittence, "points"), has called for

instantaneous velocity. Additional

chain and on the conditional samplil

(4) and N-

spectra by means of a program

curve, with the analysis band

certain special effects (inter-

a conditional analysis of the

information on the collection

ig technique may be found in

2.2. - Test Conditions

Four configurations have been studied. The distributions of

the corresponding external velocity are plotted on figure l; the

values of Uref. (reference velocity measured at the connection of

of the ogive-shaped body and the cylindrical body) and of d (semY-

angle of the pipe divergence) are given in the table below:

Configuration UKF d

A 33 0.2

B 28 0.7

C 17 0.7

0 21 0.9

	

UIU14	 ------
1	 ,Q

e
164 C

	

0 'g 	 '^
OL

	

0	 g5	 1	 x(m)
jd

Fig. 1 - External Velocity
Distribution

For x greater than 0.2 m,

0.2 w. the configuration A

corresponds roughly to the

case of the flat plate uni-

form flow, the moderate di-

vergence at the pipe is in-

tended to compensate for the

thickening effect of the

boundary layers. In fact,

this divergence has been

somewhat overestimated, so

that a small deceleration of

the flow toward the down-

stream may be observed. The

configuration will neverthe-

less be called "flat plate

configuration", since the

parameter values of the shape

H found in the laminar regime
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are extremely close to the

theoretical value of the Bla-

sius profile.

Configurations B 9 C and

D correspond to the cases of

clearly decelerated flows.

The same pipe has been used

to construct configurations B

and C, which mainly differ by

the value Uref,

Besides tr,s longitudinal

pressure gradient f we are as-

suming that the only parameter

affecting the Reynolds transi-

tion number is the turbulence

of the general flow; we have

found for the four cases values

of the longitudinal turbulence
rate	 of about 0.2 ^.
The frequency range for the

energy ranges between 0 and

200 Hz approximately.

3 - GENERAL STUDY OF THE
TRANSITION

The expression "general

study" means here the gross

results provided by the anemo-

metric chain by performing

averages over theoretically

infinite and practically very

long times. The quantities

studied are the mean velocity

U and the turbulent energy uIZ.

OR IGINAL i'.1'	 ,
OE Pooh QuI LITY
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3.1. - Average Velocity, Characteristic Parameters

The variation of the integral thicknesses b„ and Q as a func-

tion of the abscissa x is plotted on figure 2g for the four con-

figurations studied; figure 3 shows the variation of the shape par-
ameter H as a function of the Reynolds number Rx. A calculation of

the laminar boundary layer by a technique of finite differences

has been performed in each cases the theoretical variations of the

quantities 64 -6 and H are also shown on figures 2 and 3.

In a first analysiso we may consider that the transition on-

set appears when H begins to decrease, and it is completed when H

is almost constant. Up until the beginning of the transitions the

experimental measurement of the quantities under consideration is

in good agreement with the theoretical curves. It should also be

observed that the calculation gives for configurations B # C and D

a laminar separation which is clearly located downstream at the

transition onset.

Conf.' x. xF H, RO, Rif

A 0.82 :(1.27) 2.65 850 :(1750)

B 0.50 0.75 2.85 690 1320

C	 : 0.58 0.85 2.95 580 1250

D 0.44 0.64 3.05 540 950

The table to the left gives

a certain number of characteris-

tics relating to the four cases

studied; the index T designates

thte point of transition onset

where the decrease of H begins

and the index f relates to the

end of transition.

Let us make first two remarks concerning configuration As

on the one handy the value HT (2.65), moderately higher than the

value 2.59 of the Blasius profilep is the indication of a very

moderate positive pressure gradient; on the other hand, the values

of x  and RQfv shown between parenthesis, are extrapolated valuest

because at the last probe station accessible on the experimental

set-up (x = 1.19 m) t the shape parameter does not seem to have

reached a turbulent asymptotic value.
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h It is obvious that the
16` RxT ^pRx t choice of xT and xf (which in

2
y ^_ % fact determines HTt TOT and ROf)

R
XT

^•	 _ An is rather subjective; neverthe-

t•	 ^i lesst beyond the experimental '
A RX error range # there is a distinct

i
decrease in RXT and TOT when HT

AR
I
 ti

increaseaq hence the intensity

of the pressure gradient (HT may

1000 ReT1^ R0 be considered as a pressure gra-
dient parameterp since it is

bound on a one-to-one basis to

500
•	 o	 i

•	 i the dihedral angle 13	 and to the
o parameter n=__ $s dam,	 for similar

v• ROT d x
solutions) .o 4R

I

	

o [ 	 I	 I	 I 	 The variations ofRXT and ROf

	

2,5	 2,7	 2,9	 71
as a function of HT are plotted on

I'',t_'.. 1^ - Reynolds :^urqbers at tr. ,en-
sitioll onset. Ler,f-	

figure 4 with those of	 bR^zR.r_a.T
transi-ti or.	 and &R -R R . It may be seen

that 6R : is also a decreasing

function of HTo i.e. that the length of the transition zone dim-

inishes when the intensity of the pressure gradient increases. As

for &Re,	 it varies closely with ROT : this property may be used

in a method where the calculation of the transition from the laminar to

the turbulent flow is performed by using a weighted factory which

is a function of Re/ROT . beginning with zero for RO=ROT and reach-

ing the value 1 for Roy 2R,,T

On the left part of figure 5, experimental profiles of mean

velocity at the end of the laminar regime are plotted for config-

urations A and D where the HT (therefore the ROT ) differ the most;

the distance to the wall is rendered dimensionless by density,.

We have also shown on this figure the theoretical profile of Bla-

siusp which is not very different from the experimental profile of

case A. On the other hands the profile corresponding to configur-

ation D makes a distinct inflexion point appear at Y/d,2o.6 ; as we
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will sce later on # the theory of laminar instability shows a mean

velocity profile which has a very unstable inflexion point. This

instability results in a much faster transition for a profile with-

out a point c:f inflexion.

If the experimental profiles ĴYl4j) obtained at the end or

after the end of transition (right section of figure 5) are now

taken into consideration for various configurations ' it may be

stated that these profiles are practically intermingled: the shape

parameters are very close to 1.4. It may thus be observed that the

pressure gradients involved are important for the laminar regimeq

but insignificant for the "turbulent" regime at the end of transi-

tion.

3.2. - Profiles of Longitudinal Turbulence Intensity

The profiles of longitudinal turbulence 4^717t/v, are plotted on

figures 6 and 7. In order to compare their variation from one case

to another: we have presented for each configuration: two profiles

in the first part of the transitinno one in the middle of transi-

tiong two in the second part of transition and one in the "estab-

lished" turbulent regime (except for case A where the turbulent

regime does not appear to be completely reached at the last probe

station). This delineation of study regions is certainly arbi-

trary t but it makes it possible to detect possible deformations in

turbulence profiles when the pressure gradient varies.

At first sightq the general variation of the shape of the pro-

files is identical for the four configurations. At the transition

onsets the profiles present a maximum level located toward the

third part or the middle of the boundary layer thickness; this

appearance occurs: moreoverg for all of the profiles measured in

the laminar regimes upstream from the transition pointq with the

maximum intensity increasing gradually with the abscissa up to

values of 2 or 3 percent. When the transition begins (let us re-

call that the word "transition" here means "a decrease in the

shape parameter"); it reaches its highest valuer of about 20 percent



toward the middle of the transition and then decreases slowly

until it reaches the turbulent regime.

A rather distinct difference exists, however, between con-

figuration A and the configurations with the pressure gradients

toward the middle of the transition of the "flat plate" case, a

local maximum appears on the profiles at an altitude of about 2

millimeters. This maximum, which remains in the second Part of

the transition, does not appear as exaggerated on the other con-

figurations: the profiles simply present a more or less distinct

flat part.

Let us now take into consideration the profiles measured near

the abscissa at the and of transition X f, with the occurence of

x = 1.19 (case A)p x = 0,70 m (case B), x = 0.85 m (case C), x =

0.65 m (case D); it appears immediately that these profiles are

rounder and fuller (presence of second maximum level or of flat

part previously mentioned) than the profiles measured downstream

in the turbulent regime. The latter are quite similar to the

"standard" profile of the standard turbulent (see Klebanoff (6));

the shape parameter nevertheless has not varied much from one

station to the other. We see here how arbitrary the definition of

an "end of transition" abscissa based only on the shape parameter

can be.

To conclude, we can state that in spite of a few apparently

miner differences, the four cases studied have a rather large sim-

ilitude in the variation of the turbulence profiles. Moreover,

it is obvious thF: the measurement of only global quantities (mean

velocity and tu= rbulence) is quite inadequate for the determina-

tion of the real effects of the transition process. We shall see

in the following paragraph that these effects are in fact quite

different from one case to another.
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4DETAILED STUDY OF THE TRANSITION PROCESS

Tiro objective of this pragraph is to doscrit.e in detail the

fundamental mechanisms of the transition onset and of the lcmin..r

state to the turbulent states by attempting t^. bring to light the

effect of the pressure gradient on these processest this is why

two extreme configurations shall be comparedy i.e. confifurzition A

flat plate - and configuration D (value of HT is the highest of the

various cases studied). We shall refer to qualitative results

(appearance of hot-wire signals) as well as to quantitative results

(conditional analysis) t and this is for typical abscissa selected

successivel '-A the laminar regime, at the transition onset, in the

middle of transition and at the end of trransition.

Eeg	
4.1. - Lamina., State

4.1.1. - qualitative Ztudy

Figure 8 shows two examples of recordings which bring to light

the instability oa tising the transition onset. These recordings } per-

farmed near the wa11 for two different abscissas t relate to confi-
guration D1 qualitativelyp analogous effects appear in three other

cases t but they are more clearly illustrated in this configuration.

In x w 0.33 my the instantaneous velocity is the sum of low

frequency fluctuationsr with an irregular appearance, and of higher

frequency fluctuations with a more regular appearance and a smaller

amplitude. The spectrum makes it possible to determine the corres-

pondl.ng frequency rangest from 0 to 100 Hz for law frequency fluct-

uations E_round 360 Hz for oscillations with sinusoida I appearance.

In x a 0.425 m, the signal u l (t) and the corresponding spectrum
show a distinct evolution in the relative importance of the various

frequonciesi the amplitude of low frequencies is about the some .ts

for the preceding stationt on the other hands the fluctuations with

sinusoidal appearance # insignificant in x 0.35 m t have become

-	 10
R=

(1



predominant, the spectrum is reduced practically to a point

centered around 360 Has These sinusoids (with modulation effect)

correspond to the Tollmien-Schlichting wavesp identified for the

first time in the natural transition by Schubauer-Skramstad (7)
and described by the theory of laminar instability*

v,;3	 g000a

goo02

0 L , ,

	

a4 	 CO

U'	 x=0,35m y=0,16mm	 e'2
i(KHz)

goow

0

qs

	

x=0,425m y--0,15mm	
0 0,4

Figure 8 - Presentation of Tollmien-Schlichting
waves (configuration D).

4.1.2. - Laminar Instability 

It is not our intention to present in detail a theory which

has amply appeared in publications since the first works of Toll-

mien and Schlichting (seev for example Schlichting (8), Jordinson
(9), Mack (10) ...). We ►•ill concentrate on describing the prin-
ciple and the results which apply to our experiments.
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The principle of the theory of laminar instability is to intro-
_f

	

	 duce in the Navier-Stokes equations small perturbations with a cer-

tain mathematical shape and to calculate as a function of their

frequency their wave length and the Reynolds numbers whether they

are likely to be amplified or dampened, We are assuming that u l has

the following shape (spatial theory =_

44 X

U 1 is thus the product of an amplitude function f(y), of an

amplitude term (4;<Ol	 or of damping (•t; >0)	 and a periodic term.

The resolution of stability equations requires the mean velocity

profile to be introduced as given^ (y/^) . Its shape has a
considerable effect on the digital results; , for example, a profile

presenting a point of inflexion ( dwjoo)	 is much more unstable

than a profile without point of inflexion	 (dp/d,<0):	 the range
of frequencies likely to be amplified and the value of the amplifi-
cation coefficients cross rapidly with the parameter of the shape H.

With respect to configurations A and D. we have shown below the

theoretical values of the ampli-

fication coefficients obtained

Configuration P Rr ^atl
NZ) 1

A 600 2 000 1i S

0 360 1 500 42.5

on the instability diagrams

calculated by Landahl (11) for

various base profiles. We

have taken into consideration

the frequency corresponding to

the peak of spectra of u l , for

Reynolds numbers ej, close to
a64r.

4.1 9 3. Comparison with the hxperiment

A comparison between experimental and :;heoretical values for the
amplification coefficient - 6t;	 has been made in case D, for fre-
quency 360 Hz. With this objective, we first of all measured the
spectra of u t at various abscissa located upstream from the transi-

tion point, and this for an altitude of twelve at each abscissa.

12
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variation along x of the ampli-

tude profiles for F  360 Hz.

These profiles i plotted on fig-

ure 9 present three maximum

levelst the first near the wally

the second for y congruent to

0.9 mm t the third toward the out-

side of the boundary layer. We

have shown to.the left on figure

9 the variation along x of the

quantity In Al,^gx • 	where A stands

for the amplitude of the second

maximum level * with the index 0.35

relating to the first abscissa

considered. The theoretical slope

_1c;.d(1nA)/a% is also plotted on

this figurer a satisfactory agree-

ment may be observed between the

experimental amplification and

that given by the theory.

In a previous report (3), we
Fig. 9 - Amplification of the	 were able to observe that in theTollmien-Schlichting

waves (configura-	 first centimeters prior to the
tion n).	 transition onsetp the frequency

600 Hz of configuration A coincided quite well with the theoretical

laws. In fact ] in the stability diagram for the Blasius profiles

this frequency is located very near the upper section of the neu-

tral curve and the experiment revealed that it was not very ampli-

fied.

4.2. - Transition Onset

The theory of laminar instabilityv which describes the devel-

opment of the Tollmien-Schlichting waves, is a linearized theory;

the purpose of this paragraph is to investigate the nonlinear ef-

fects which mark the end of the domain of theoretical application

and which will lead rather quickly to the appearance of turbulence.

Y=

13



Visualization by Smoke (KNAPP do AL)
Spot

Turbulent

0

I^

r'

U^	 Z

t	 '
3

4.2.1 - Case of the Flat Plate

The only measurements with the hot-wire are obviously not

sufficient for obtaining a real physical description of the process-

es leading to the creation of turbulence; visualization processes

prove to be very usefuly even indispensable t for the qualitative

understanding of the occurances. To illustrate our measurementst

we have chosen to refer to the Knapp-Roache-Mueller (12) smoke visual-

izations. The main reason for this is that these authors work with

a set-up similar to ours s a cylindrical body placed behind an ogive-

shaped body longitudinally in the direction of the flow.

Figure 10 shows a synthesis of the visualizations performed by
Knapp et alp together-with examples of hot-wire signals obtained in

our experiments.

U^
tea" :'fit

- 
V

HOT WIRE (Experime),ts Presented)

Fig. 10 - Appearance of Turbulence

(Configuration A)

Signal. Q corresponds to the nondeformed Tollmien-Schlichting

wavers which have been studied in the preceding paragraph; the

14



visualizations reveal the passage of these waves in the form of

smoke rings surrounding the cylindrical body. After a certain

distances the rings are subjected to a three-dimensional deforma-

tion, resulting in a system of "peaks" p and of "valleys" V. This

deformation accentuates rapidlys the peaks are subjected to a

rising motion in the middle of the boundary layer and are convected

to increasingly faster velocities # whereas the valleys remain near

the walls in slow velocity regions. We thus obtain the configura-

tion of a "horseshoe vortex" sloped versus the wall. Signals 4
and (D illustrate this phenonmenon; they are transmitted simultan-

eously by two hot-wires placed in x s 0.75 m (signal O and in

x - 0.76 m (signal Q)s at the same altitude y = 0.45 mm. Between
the two stations, it is possible to see the appearance and ampli-

fication of a negative fluctuation "points", the amplitude of which

measured on signal Q,exceeds 8 m/s, for a mean velocity of 12 m/s.

Such a point indicates the passage of a horseshoe vortex # as was

demonstrated by the works of Klebanoof-Tidetrom-Sargent (13)9 of

Kyassuay-Komoda-Vasudeva (14) and of Thomson (15). It is impor-

tant to point out that these points have amplitudes which are ten

or twenty times greater than the Tolimien-Schlichting waves and

that their appearance is a random occurence.

When the three-dimensional vortex was sufficiently "btretched "t

i.e. when the negative points have reached a large enough kLmpii-

tude t the turbulence appears: on the visualizations t the two vortex

"arms" seem to burst into smaller structures (breakdown) and lose

their identity; signal ® corresponds to this occurence; it is pos-

sible to distinguish a rapid decline in instantaneoum velocity

(negative point] followed by a sequence of frequency fluctuations

considerably larger than those encountered until then: this is the

birth of a turbulent "spot".

We may have a better understanding of the passage from the

"negative point" stage to the "spot onset" stage by studying the

effect of negative points which *till have not burst (signal Q )
on the instantaneous velocity profile. Accordingly # a calculation
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U1
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I

0,s

0

of over-All averages has been performed. If T  represents the time

of a negative point and t the time measured from the beginning of

the point, we calculate the average of u(t) (annotated (U p ) over a

large number of points, for R given value of t1Tp. By varying

t/Tp from 0 to 1 9 we obtain a sort of model picture of the nega-

tive points. Aioreover, by working on the signals transmitted sim-

ultaneously by two hot-wires placed at different altitudes, we have

been able to adjust in time, one versus the other, the over-all

averages thus obtained.

Examples of curves (Up)(t), parametered by the altitude y, are

presented on the left part of figure 11. Another representation

-

O

Fig. 11 - Study of the Negative Points
of u , (Configuration A,x = 0.75 m)

shown on the right side consists of plotting the instantaneous vel-

ocity profiles by considering the values of (Up) at various instants,

16



represented by	 Q & (D. Compared to the Blasius profile # a

deformation appears first towsrd the outside of the boundary layer

(profile (D. translating the passage of the "head" # or of the

"peak" # of the horseshoe vortex ) # and by accentuating ( profile()#

it gives an increasingly more distinguishable point of inflexion,

Profile (D shows that the area surrounding the wall is then affected#

whereas on the outside # the deformation of profiles C) and 0 are

reabsorbed ( passage from "arms" or from rvallsys",

These calculations represent averages over several tens of

very different amplitude points, In fact# if we follow one of

these points # its amplitude increases very rapidly and the point of

inflexion which results on the instantaneoi As profile becomes so

unsteady and turbulence L2pronounced that the boundary layer becomes

appears,

4,2,2, - Case of the Positive Pressure Gradient

Even though the general process is the same for the flat plate#

differences appear in the unstabilizing mechanisms of the laminar

boundary layer,

We have plotted on figure 12 the variation along y of the

factor of dissymmetry 0: Z'Y,t)%

:	 , V ,,, MI	 for two abscissas of configuration

D; one is selected for the lam-

inar regime (x : 0.40 m) # the

other is selected for the tur-

bulent regime ( x = 0.45), Let us

recall that the shape parameter

begins to decrease with x = 0.44 m.

0
e^

In x : 0.40 m # the factor of

dissymmetry keeps very low values

in the entire thickness of the

boundary layer. In x a 0.45 m # on

the other hand # D becomes positive

..

rig, 12 - Factor  of Dis-
symmetry ( Con-
figura.. ion D)

17
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right next to the wnllo then decreases rapidly until it reache:3

minimum value of -8, which is reached for y = 1.8 mm, or yea 2 0.5.

Examination of the hot-wire signed mikes it possible to

understand the origin of these high negative values$ an example is

given on figure 12 9 for y = 1.2. It may be observed ths=t the Toll-

m en-Schlichting waves become deformed rand tend to be stretched at

lower velocities. This process is similar to that of the appeprance

of negative points in the case of the flat plate, but with a few

differences= the points :apper,r very sporadically, individually or
by groups of two and abruptly acquire larger amplitudes with a mag-

nitude at least equal to those of the irregulr3r waves. In the c-+se
of the positive pressure gradient, they are rather wave trains with

a half doziie elements or more which are "stretch ed" progressively;

no more turbulent fluctuations mny be found in the initi i ph,-,se of

the transition (contrary to case A) the decline ir. r: comas only
s	 from the deformation of waves.

Knapp-Roncl,e-dueller visualizati ons in the case of a transition

with positive ; pressure gradient show that the Tollmien-Schlichting

waves undergo P three-dicaen=ion.-1 deform r ti on, like in the crse of
tlae f? : t lalato i but in the former c. u se q the cleformat i on is more
progressive. For extmple, the horse-shoe vortex pe:-k is very roux-6.

("nai lit-bottle") whereas it is very pointed in the ste. ^!y

4.3 - Transition Medium

The expression "trans.i_ti orr medium" is in f--ct r==ther v--(,,-ue;
we are using it iaere to spec-11"Y the lsci5s. w ► sere tine sh=•fae l,'1r:=-
meter re-,ches ,, value of the order of 2, irntermodi: ry between tfin

values of transition. onset = ud completion. We slr- i l t;tke into con-

sider^ition :,U;'i_r c;+ses A ;tnii ) i t, the st; tiors corrosnon<iint; ria s-

-	 -vely to x = 0.94 m (1 _ 2.1) :An d x = 0.50 m (ii = 2.2) .

4.3.1. - C -se of the Fj T 1=1:,te

Figure 13 shows two sirnult,:neous recordings of volocit y u(t) ,

ORIGINAL PACE I.4

OF POUR QUALITY
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performed near the wall (y 0.4 mm) and toward the middle of the

boundary layer thickness (y = 2.1 mm) t together with the corres-

ponding spectra. The hot-wire signals bring about the occurence

of intermittence t characterized by the succession of turbulent

spots (high frequency fluctuation regions) and of laminar regionst

with a rectangular appearance. This figure calls for the follow-

ing remarks:

Next to the wall # the mean velocity in the turbulent spots is

higher than the laminar velocity. When y increases # the effect is

the opposite.

The shape of the spots varies from a quasi-rectangular shape

near the wall to a highly dissymmetrical # serrated shape at higher

altitudes;

No peak or special frequency appear on the spectra.

We have represented on fig.

U#	 14 the diagrammatic shape of a

}	 `	 ya0i,,,,,,	 spot in the x-z plane t such

that it is possible to deduce

d	 I	 visualizations performed by

t...	 various authors # Elder (15)9

t	
0,s	

for example. The front face is

convected at a, velocity
0,4	

01	
the rear face at a velocity uL t o,sv.

o,:	 (these values, given for the

0	 o	 first time by Schubauer-Kleb-

0	

0o	 CP	
u	 F(KHz) 

0,4	 90	 %2	
anoff (17), have boon confirmed

by our experiments and by those

of Cousteix-Houdeville-Desopper

Fig. 13 - Occurence of Inter- 	
(18) in an unsteady flow).

mittence (Configur-	 The difference in propagation
ation A)	 velocity of the front and rear

faces explains the development

of the spots and their coalonscence progressively into longer t but

fewer spots.
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Fig. 14 — Intermittence Factor

The conditionnl. -Maly!5is of the effect of intermittence h s

been the subject of previous publientions ((4) and (S)). The detection

signal ndopted to discriminate the spots of lnminnr zones i s ^' 

which favors the high frequencies of turbulent structures. Fi.g. 14

shows the evolution following y of the intermittence f.ictor

gat the station under considerntionj Y represents the time r.-tio

where the flow is turbulent during the whole time.

The condi.tionsal an p lysis has shown th.+t the spots, of which ttae
time length exceeded 9 msg presented ra cert.•in number of stars nrd
properties of the "establishej" turbulent boun( ery layer. F3^rura
15 shows the aver-rill .ivoraiges < ut')/V, of these spots, c.+lculated
.jt various altitudes. As for the negative points, the curves are

set in time one versus the other. It m,- ,v be observe d that these

results are comp rable to those obt.iine,? by Wygn anski-.Sokolov-

Frieti=,n (19) and by Cantwell-Coles-Dimotakis (20) in the case of turbu-
lent spots created nrtifacially by electric Jecharges. It m-ay be

observed that the nppessrnnce of the spot occurs pr<• ctical ly :+t the
same instant in the entire thickness of the boun • jnry lamer . n^'
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that itr time durstion (fence the factor of intermittence) diminishes
with the altitude starting; from its rear face.

On the right side of the figureq four instantaneous profiles

< U I >

	

U.	 ^m#"

	

^	 t!

14

	

^	
I	

,

O,S I	 \'	 4
3

0 f I
	 I	 I	

r	 o

Fig. 15 Stuc;y of Turbulence Spots

have been plotted. At the beginning of the spot, the profile 	 is

very similar to a Blasius profile (1i congruent to 2.6). Profile

shows mainly n considerable increase in instnnt:ineous thickness of

the boundary layer :-ind :i decrense in the slinpe parameter; with
profile (3) ;, L1 remains weak (about 1.4 to 1.5) 9 but the thickness of the

boundary larger already +ecre:;ses. At the enc) of the spot (profile

(4), the shape parameter h.--s returned to	 value not very different

from 2.

4.3.2. - Case of the Positive Pressure Gradient

If we consider now tje *r•-+nsitient flow in the positive pres-
sure gradientq significrmt 0-tfferences enppe.>r versus the c:ise of the
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flat plate. These differences are illustrated on figure 16 by

two simultaneous recordings performed in configuration D, at the

same reduced altitudes y/O as an figure 13 relative to configura-

tion :fie It is not possible to see the appearance here of large

individualized structures affacting the traditional shape of the

turbulent spots, but rather series of peaks guided toward higher

velocities in the proximity of the wall, toward lower velocities

at the highest altitudes. The most remarkable characteristic of

the corresponding spectra, presented at the bottom of the figure,

is the presence of a maximum for a frequency close to 400 Hz, i.e.

the frequency of the Tollmien-Schlichting waves studied in the

laminar state (§ 40.). We have seen at the transition onset

0 4.2.2.) that these waves are deformed and lengthened: this
lengthening has become such that it is found again here on signal

u(t) in the form of peaks.

High frequency fluctuations are superposed on some of these

peaks, indicating the beginning of the appearance of turbulence;

in particular, the recording section marked by hooks is made up of

a cerise of 5 or 6 peaks, keeping their individuality, but on the

verge of blending into a single "spot" type structure. This tYpa

of signal appearance is i:i fact rather rare at the abscissa under

consideration, and the reduction in the shape parameter from the

value 3e1 at the transition onset to the value 2e2 was essentially

caused by the increase in amplitude on the peaks, where high fre-

quency fluctuations characteristic of turbulence appear only very

rarely.

4.4. - Transition Completion 

Considering the preceding observations, we have wanted to see

if, at the end of the transition zone (i.s. when H has reached

values of about 1,5) 9 there were still any differences in structure

between configurations A and D which are as distinct as

during the middle of the transition.
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Fig. 16 - Occurance of
Intermittence
(Configuration D)

Four recordings of the hot- 12
wire signal are presented on fig-

ure 17. TVo of them occur near,

the wall for each configurations

the two others occur near the aid-

le of the boundary layer thick-

ness # also for each configura-

tion.

It is shown that the two

signals recorded in y/0 - 0.6

have very comparable appears*ices.

In case A 9 the spots have con-

tinued to develop; in case Dg

the peaks have lost their indi-

viduality and the signal is com-

posed mainly of high frequency

fluctuations; moreoverg the

I
u'

I

spectrum of u l no longer shows

a point and spreads substantially at high frequencies.

In y/Q - 6, however, the two signals have less similarity than
when near the wall = in the case of the flat plate # the "serrated

pattern* already observed in the middle of the transition are found

again; in case D t we find again the peaks guided toward lower vel-

oeitiesp but here * they are all •erected" with turbulent fluctua-

tions. It remains to be known what distance is necessary after the

end of transition for the two turbulent boundary layers which have

undergone transition # one., is a decelerated flovg the other in a

steady flow # to recover exactly the same structure.

S - CO, NCLUSI N

The experimental results dust presented make it possible to

draw a few conclusions relating to the effect of a positive pros-

ours gradient on the location, the length and the transition
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Fig, 17 - Recordings of u l at
the end of transition
(configuration A and D)

mechanisms of the laminar

boundary layer transition in

an incompressible flow.

Generally speaking, it

seems logical that a deceler-

ation of the external flow

considerably diminishes the

Reynolds number of transition

and the length of transition.

By basing the definitions of

the points of transition onset

and completion on the evolu-

tion of the shape parameter,

we may assume & R O : it•T .

In fact, the

definition of the transition

point is rather difficult,

since the turbulence profiles

take longer to reach the

turbulent state than the mean

velocity profiles.

A more thorough study of

the processes of turbulence appearance shows that, in all cases, the

presence of Tollmien-Schlichting waves as predicting signs of trans-

ition. In conformity with the results of the laminar instability

theory, these waves are considerably more amplified in the posi-

tive pressure gradient than in the flat plate. From the moment

where nonlinear occurencis enter into play, we find in the case

without gradient the rapid amplification of negative fluctuation

"points", which unstabilise the laminar boundary layer, thus contri-

buting to the creation of turbulent spots. In the presence of a

positive pressure gradient, the Tollmien-Schlichting waves seem

"stretched • , and the turbulent fluctuations appear indiVidunlly
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on each of them. Only very far within the transition region may

the presence of turbulent spots of the type encountered in the

steady flow be detected.
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